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teadofgas

Firm to study coal conversion possibility here
to complete its study of the power

Meeker

Champaign engineering firm will
ct a study at Eastern this summer
ermine the

feasibility of con-

1he university power plant from

I gas to coal.

firm of Brown, Davis, Mullins
ociates,

Inc.,

has

agreed

to

ine the technical and economic
ility of modifying three boilers to
the use of lllinois coal i n
n's power plant .
research

Larry

technician

for

plant by September.
Last fall, the COB

conducted

a

The

COB

made

mendations,

its

including

recom

those

con

cerning the Charles1on power plant, to

preliminary study of Eastern 's power

the Governors Task l-orce on Energy

version.

earlier this year.

plant for the possibility o f coal con
Martin

lgnazito,

assistant

director o f the physical plant, said the

CDB's conclusion was "Let's study it
further."

Conservation

and

Coal

Conversion

The task force was formed to
determine the technical and financial
considerations

involved

with

con-

Due to lhe high sulfur content o f

Illinois coal reserves, possible pollution

impact is being included in the study.

Metzroth said the COB will "make
sure the system will comply with EPA
(Environmental

Protection

boilers

installation

the

pensive

in

question

of

"scrubbers"

anti-pollution

device

to

coal.

needed

However,

to

devices

battle

the

problem, Metzro1h said.

obtained by Eastern through the

area

review

and

technical

four

factors

Firstly,

the coal

air pollution control b} way of filter\
to pick up the partkulates from the
boilers.
week

both water and sewer service. The
rate will be $3.25 per 1 ,000 gallons

those without sewer service.
other action, the council voted to
the rate of ambulance service

S35 to $60 plus $1 per mile for
and $1.50
for nonencies.

man said the recent rise in the
of gas influenced the mileage cost
both

kman noted the statewide rates
ambulance service ranged from$45

is

the

of the

Eastern

study.
A similar study wiU be conducted at
Western
Illinois
University
this
summer

and

another

was

recently

completed at the University o f Illinois
Champaign-Urbana

campus.

No

figures were given on the costs o f these

studies.
This now unused coal hopper could be revived in the near future if Eastern
converts its power source fromoil to coal. An engineering firm will begin a

$20,000 study on the feasibility of the conversion on July 1. The study is

expected to be completed by September. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz)

lgnazito said according to his in

formation the CDB had set fall, 1982

as the target date for conversion or the
Eastern power plant to coal.

Enrollment hits 2,930 Wednesday

by frank Adducci

Although financial cuts in money

allocated

for

the

summer

school

budget has resulted in a reduction or
course offerings. Summer enrollment

reached approximately 2,930 students

Wednesday.
Summer

School

Director

Charles

Switzer said Tuesday he hopes to stay
"within

shooting distance"

of

e council placed on file for public

ation of a municipal city line and

registered on Monday o f last year.

the
the

fourthly

have been made prior to this summer's

year's summer enrollment.

callto$150.

and

plant since no preliminary estimates

dum, which was passed by
kston residents. New water rates

S per 1 ,000 gallons, for residents

a

Metzroth gave no estimates on the

April 8 side-channel reservoir

ne" rates will increase monthly

reserve

costs o f conversion

g.
\\3ler rate hike is directly related

from $2.95 per 1 ,000 gallons t o

storage,

o f their modernization.

Mayor Bob Hickman.

msaid.

coal

condition o f the boilers and the costs

Wayne

be set before general obligation
for the project can be sold,

Thirdly,

location to safely store at least a two

issioners Clancy Pfeiffer and
Bcusch were absent from the

(See WATER, Page 5 )

and

1s

to the boilers by com.cyors. Secondly,

s was approved by the council

for
for

financial

the Eastern plant.

second water rate increase i n six

resolutions
of $65,000

the

study

CDB will

handling system, taking it from storage

ng 10 rise by 27 percent July 1.

ction
ations

start-..

which will affect the coal conversion of

I Tuesday night that water rates

encies and non-emergencies.

"unless

Charleston

version project.
Metzroth mentioned

iShaw
Charleston City Council made it

for

pollution,

making designs for the actual con·

y water rates
rise July 1
27 percent

mile

in

mechanical engineering firm will begin

ergy savings achieved after
5ion. The COB expects the firm

per

be

points. l f all concern� are met then a

considerations and the amount

was $1

sulfur

else

completed in September, the

plant performance analysis, air

an and

will

particulalc

will be needed," he said.
Metzroth said after the

ry said the study will involve

Durham,

ex

which

burning coal, then maybe scrubber-..

said.

Olga

with

someone

Department of Energy, David
, CDB public information of-

rs

(an

lgnazi10 saw no problems in thii.

Capi1al Development Board and

design

special

removes soot and ash from the smoke

�1udy is being financed equally

evaluation,

a

stacks) i f the power plant is converted

be paid

for the study, Metzroth

ion

Agency)

standards.''
Metzroth said the EPA has given the
three

the study is expected to begin by
The firm will

and gas lo Illinois coal.

designation which will not require 1hc

Met

·s Capital Development Board,

I.

vertang state-owned facilities from oil

last

Switzer said he was encouraged by
Monday's registration of 637 students.

That is an increase of 137 students who
"To have 1200 people go through

central registration on Monday and

Tuesday will make us reasonably close
to what we had

year," Switzer said.
And

there

students

in enrollment last

are

which

late

registering

the

40 percent docs

He said this presents difficulties in

laLe

histories to plan course offerings,"

"All we can really do is guess what

had in the past has not always been an

there

figure.
were

Switzer said

registering students.
the

enrollment

Swiller

said.

to

Lhac

the planning or what courses to offer.

year

add

hope

materialize.

the

enrollment

will

registered," Switier said all he can do

is

around

figure

"The

100

might

last

be,"

preregisLratioo

process in the past .summers has only
registered

about

students "
"So, when

60-percent

we

come

to

or our
central

registration we have approximately

percent

of

the

studenLS

not

40

yet

"You have to rely on enrollment

Switzer explained. "But what we've

accurate predic1or o f what we will have
in the future.

"And when we come up with new

offerings, we do not have any past
enrollment historie5.
This

See

makes

1he

•·

decision-making

FNROLlMB'IT, Page 5)
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'Future' workshops to feature visiting faculty
by Fnmk Adducci

Four prominent futurists have been
selected to participate in the second
distinguished-visiting-faculty worksh
op series during summer school.
Magoroh
Maruyama,
cultural
futurist; Robert MiJljs from the Lowell
Observatory m Arizona; Peter Xartt
coski, professor of sociology and
criminal justice
at
Kent
State
University;
and
Harold
Shane,
authority on the future of education
will teach the five workshops held
beginning
Monday
and
running
through July 24.
A student can obtain one credit hour
by enrolling in any of the workshop
areas. He can do so without additional

cost if his summer load is under 1 0
semester hours.
"It is possible for a regular summer
student to add the workshop even up to
the time the course begins," Summer
School Director Charles Switzer said.
''If you are already in summer sthool it
is just a matter of going down to the
south basement of McAfee and adding
the course."
The series is part of the summer
workshop
theme
•'The
Creative
Future: The Challenge of the 80s."
Students can enroll in workshops
which examine the future of education,
development, communication and the
technology of the 80s.
The
distinguished-faculty
series

University
Union
Ballroom. The
lecture will be free of charge.
"This is kind of a bonus for lhe
campus community," Switzer said.
series on Monday with his course "Each of the visiting faculty mem
will deliver a lecture."
"Mindscapes and Future Options."
He iaid Shane will deliver his I
"Maruyama takes a 1ook ai the
overall world views and philosophies during the "Futures Festival," which
and he classifies them into four world scheduled July I I through 13.
viewpoints," Switzer said. "He looks festival will also feature other gu
at what might happen if we go into one lecturersilong with exhibits, movies;
music, theater and art.
social direction or another.''
"We will bring in people from ot
"The course will study all of the
implications, political, social, and parts of the country to deal with so
future subject," Switzer explained. "If
economic," Switzer said.
Switzer also said Maruyama will might be the future of education
speak at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the topics in the news today."
features courses in astronomy possible
cultural changes, education and family
violence.
Culturalisl Maruyama will open the

Weather

Don't be bugged by unwanted items,

It will be partly cloudy Thursday 50s.
Friday will see sunny skies and highs
with temperatures reaching the lower
to mid 70s, with a possible chance of in the 70s. The weather over the
showers. Thursday night will see fairer weekend will be partly cloudy and
skies and cooler temperatures expected cooler with a chance of showers on
to fall down to the upper 40s or mid Sunday.

place a classified ad today
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University Board Presents
LECTURE:

AND

Dr. Randell Dytwerk on

Outdoor Concert
Featuring:

'The Propaganda on the Holocaust"
in Union - Grand Ballroom
at 8:00 pm Tonight
Admission: FREE

Memphis Phase

-

II

(R. & B., Soul, Boogie Music)
Saturday June 21
5:00 pm North Quad
(By Old Main)
'

AND
Monday-Friday June 23-27
Video-tape Presentation

Rod Stewart- In Concert in
Union Walk-way Lounge 9-3 pm Daily
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dget limitations provoke Whaley to resign post
raRzepka

tempting to provide an on-line service

Whaley,
tion

director

computer

of

the

for the area schools.

management

"The funds have not been given to

will resign his post effective

us and l'm not gonna tell you why,"
Whaley said. "I don't anticipate any

31 because of the additional
of the computer system by
and the limitations on the budget.
y is the second person from
puter center who has resigned
summer.

The

resignation

of

Spaniol, director of computer

monies being available. It would take
two to three years to get sufficient
funding," he added.
There has not been any additional
outside funding for the off-campus
computer

services,

Whaley

said.

is effective July l . Whaley said

Eastern public relations contributions

l's resignation has no bearing on

have footed the bill along with the area

"sion to leave.

schools

ley

has

been

director

since

ber 1978.
is in charge of all off-campus
ter

services.

The

computer

currently serves 21 area schools
the Coles County government.
has been working with the
for the past six to seven years,
said.
ough the university is in the
of
reviewing
off-campus
ter services, Whaley said "l
know

if

the

service

will

be

but the administration feels
can't

extend

any

additional

"

ident Daniel E. Marvin
"table for comment.

was

aley said he is resigning based on
anticipated

Is.

limitations

which he

y limitations

of

1he

can offer to the
will

not

satisfy

·r demands are greater than what
do. I really feel they need the
(the area schools)," Whaley said.

know

what

they

off-campus

aid,

he

you get a little discouraged," Whaley
said.
An on-line system would make it
possible for area schools to do their
computer

processing

in

their

own

schools, Whaley said.
The on-line system would reduce the
demand for the computers at Eastern
and could serve a greater amount of
schools, Whaley said.
Whaley anticipates a great demand
in

student usage

Hal Whaley

of the computers

because of the increased interest in the
data processing curriculum.
"You have to be concerned that you
don't overextend the existing system,"
he added.
The computers here would serve as a
back-up service for the on-line system,
Whaley said.

(they

ing their efforts more on the
� application of the computers
the

services

"When you work towards a goal and

istra tion) have planned for the
ter center but they are con

of

the

see the political obstacles of the state,

,"he added.
don't

which

added.

py Birt ay
John
Flynn

ap

ns," Whaley said.
e) has proposed a project for
st one and one half years at-
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BARBER STYLISTS

CALL TERRY OR ANGELA
345-6325

Yz Blk.North of Square on 7th
Roffler of Charleston

�:.•
�#��S����AL
fJ

.7

250 Lincoln
10:30 am 9:30 pm

Thursday:

Italian Sausage Sandwich

Friday:

-

Are you
really

40 ??

CARRY-OUT
AVAILABLE
345-7427

Fish Sandwich Plate

Bar-8-Que Ribs & Sandwiches •
Gyros• Mexican Food•
Strawberry Bread & More
___.._..._-----

Notice:

---·-

...·-·

-·--·-

The Un iversity Union Bookstore

will be closed for
i n ventory Fri day,
June 2 7 and Monday,
June 30

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION

--....
--------------��·--.-..
---·-- ------· ----

Too hot in the Sun?
Don't have enough Time?

Get a beautiful tan in our cool
and comfortable indoor tanning
booths. Convenient hours for
busy people.

1 51 O University Drive

TAN
TAN

TA�I
I r\I�

TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN
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Forget Clari�, Jimmy
stay 'low-key' instead
The

Carter

administration

,.

�

t�
�

Si

:

should

drop its plans to prosecute Ramsey
Clark and Company for their illegal trip

I

to last week's "Crimes of America"
conference in Iran.
Right now the White House is trying
to down play the hostage crisis and
filing charges against former Attorney
Genecal Ramsey Clark and nine other
"crusaders" to Tehran will certainly
blow this game plan.
Not to say Carter has forgotten the

53

hostages

(the

most

recent

$50,000 fine.

Clark and compatriots defended the

trip

to

their

conference

respective theatrics

in

and

hopes

his
they

would help bring a quicker end to the

tabulation) rather Jimmy doesn't know
what else to do. Diplomatic overtures

hostage

crisis.

sincere

in

and

Washington sources think the Iranians

military

force

(threatened

and

They

their

are

belief

probably

and

some

aborted) have all failed.

held the "Crimes of America" con

Carter has
stopped
haranguing
about the hostages and is currently

ference to see if any Americans would

"hanging loose" on the crisis in hopes
the Iranian moderates will triupmh in

crimes against Iran's population.
Muhammad
Ali may
have

forcing a release of the Americans. It's

egocentric goals when he traveled to

an interesting strategy and maybe it

Iran a few months ago but Ramsey
Clark's motives were most likely

will work.
Clark's trip defied a presidential ban

had

sincere.
has done no real damage, except to

into the April

embarrass an already red-faced Carter

2 5 rescue attempt and

the
the

For now it seems Clark's trip to Iran

Administration. Presidential authority is
important

"Crimes in America" conference. Clark

freedom

apologized
croachments

for

America's

en

in
of

times

of

speech

is

crisis,
even

but
more

the

important,
Ramsey Clark's actions have been

Shah's reign but did appeal for the

no breach of security, so President

release of the hostages.
If convicted on federal

charges,

prosecute and keep on playing his

Clark and his co-travelers may each

"low-key" approach to the hostage

face a ten-year prison sentence and a

crisis.

on

Iran,

during

Carter should withdraw all threats to

rn:cQJa�@rra@�

,,

listen to charges of CIA-Shah related

on travel to Iran. But what really irked
President Carter was Clark's digging
his
near
prostration
before
Ayatollah Khomeini himself at

II

''AL l AND£ R� 15
DOIN6 15 SHoWIN6
60P DISUNITY
.,

Mastery tests a must for teachers, students
Teachers who are not qualified to teach and

students who are not qualified to graduate and

function in
arithmetic

the . world
s�ills

face

with basic
similar

reading and

predicaments

as

competency exams for both groups have been
proposed in the recent furor over the quality of
education.
Competency exams for teachers to test basic
skills in fundamentals such as math and English are
a relatively new innovation proposed by concerned
educators across the country who are worried that
the growing problems of America's elementary,
high school and college students reflect on the
performances of teachers.
The cover story 'Teacher Can't Teach" in Time

20 percent of

iJJ' teachers have not mastered the basic skills of
�riting and math necessary for effective teaching.
this week, estimates that as many as

To determine whether teachers have the skills, a

competency exam has been proposed in a number
of states which would require either all teachers or
new teachers to get a minimum score on a stan
darized test before being certified to teach.
While the proposals have been met with disfavor
by teachers who resent the questioning of their
training, the idea is a sound one which should be

taken seriously by Eastern's education majors and
potential teachers.

As the university which turns out the largest
percentage of graduates with teacher certification
in Illinois, Eastern teacher education administrators
and students planning to enter the teaching field

should take steps now to insure that a competency
test requirement by a potential employer would not

prove four years of undergraduate training and
teacher preparation was for naught because the
potential teacher did not possess adequate basic
Skills.
Despite being �nown as a teacher education
college for more than 75 years, Eastern's teacher
preparation program is far from perfect. Recent

requirements of 1 00 hours of clinical experiences
(observation and particiaption in classroom ac
tivities) is beneficial for introducing future teachers

to handling classroom situations, the program has
no official competency requirement showing
mastery of such basic skills as reading, writing
and spelling and math. Such a requirement is

necessary not just for Eastern, but for all teacher
education programs to root out those students
who may do more harm than good by becoming

lL@��@rr �@ �[h)@ @cQJo�@rr

Editor.
To set the record straight, I feel I
must let readers of the Eastern News
know just what kind of person my
brother Bob was He was a kind, loving
brother who, although he was over
eight years older than I, entertained

and educated me for as long as I can
remember I lived 1n the country and
there was nobody my age to play with
and Bob was literally my best friend.
Even now, there was not a time
when I sit down to write a story or
column

for

the

'News'

when

Bob

teachers.

On the other side of the coin, competency exams
serving the same purpose should be administer
in the public schools to lasso and correct the

problem

of

snowballs.

mastering
Because

basic
problems

skills,

before

overlooked

11

elementary school may then be overlooked in hijl
school, college and ultimately end up back in the
public school system.
One step in the right direction is the adoption
"minimum standards of achievement" for pu
school children in reading and math by the llli

·

State Board of Education last week. More importllt
though, than testing for these skills and hold
back students who do not pass, is the

board's

resolve to use the results of the test to

changes in curriculum to rectify the problems.

make:

The legislature is the next step for
the board's
pro�sal. It should be passed witho
ut delay so
llhno1s can begin the long haul of
repairing ill
educational system which has come
to require orq
the minimum of its students, who in turn
suffer the
consequences of not being able to write
a simple
letter, read a book or file an income
tax return.

wouldn't ask "what are you writing
now" and offer to proofread it for me I
owe a lot to Bob, and therefore I feel

since his death has once again been
mentioned in this paper that I owe 1t to
him to let people know what Bob Smith

He never intentionally hurt
anyone except himself, and I know for
a fact having him as a brother has been
was like

nothing but good for me.

Karen Smith

Thursday, June 19, 1980
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Coon receives summer fellowship
States.

by Herb Meeker
Lewis

of

·

DiPietro said.

linear

room and board and transportation.

Foundation
at

the

post-doctoral
University

of

department

programming,

40

was

one

of

throughout

the

United

DiPietro said Coon applied for the
in

order

to

improve his

from page 1

called chis a conservative escimate.

"The other thing that happened was

cut in the allocation of summer school

that the faculty full-time teaching load

money. This cut resulted in a reduction
of the summer teaching scaff which

this summer became six semester hours
caught," Switzer said. "It used to be

resulted in a reduction of course of

six to 1 0 hours taughc."
Switzer said teachers will get payed

teaching

pos1uons.

That

for every unit beyond the six semescer
hours taught and this increase in salary

represenced a six percent increase of

is still coming from the same budget as

faculty members

last year.

from the

previous

"The same staff positions does not
generate the same number of courses

same as last year's, however a rise in
the faculty's salary made it necessary

that

nt to play tennis to other people

for

hours," Switzer said.

rtunity to play."
For a fee of $5, the club will

The reduccion came to 21 faculty
members which translates to 45 fewer

a

reduction

in

teaching

staff

positions.

Business.

it

did

last

summer

when

the

The

53.

____

from page 1

way improvements for a stretch of
on Route 1 30.
Also on file is a resolution to purland for a total of $46,600 in
�lion with the new side-channel
voir project.
Placed on file were bids for the
haping
•

and

recompacting

of

ped roads in Charleston, a bid for
main construction within the city

a resolution to close Fourth Screet

Grant to Taft from 7:45 a.m. to

S a.m. July 26 for the annual
1her Pant."

..-..·-·-·-·-· ._.,,�,,._...

Ward
pleads
Guilty

·

i
I
i

business

math.

"Professor

10 this

Eastern faculty member. Machematics
instructor

Ferrel

Stanford

Ackins

University

attended

on

a

NSF

Fellowship to study computer science

1 5 years ago.
Coon

chose

Michigan

the

because

reputation

in

irs

University
it

has

of

a

good

mathemacics

area,

DiPietro said.
DiPietro believes Coon's work will
help expand che School of Business.

Welcome to your
Charleston

choices for the student which might
produce fewer students.

DAIRY
QUEEN
RESTAURANT
*COUPONS*

-- ----- --- - ---- '"'"'
I

SAVE25ci:I
I
PEANUT BUSTeR :
PARFAIT
I
�
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF

E"""es.Jl.Wle30, 1980

::
•
brazier. l

Otl COUJlOf'I
& 1 coupon
l�tC.USIO�r

I

�---------------1

lSAVE 25¢
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF

ORDER OF
LARGE FRIES

t
I
i
i
i
i
t
i

i
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This is not the first National Science

Fecker, or Dr. Leonard Wood in Room 15, Student
Services Building.
To obtain credit for summer semester. you must ad
CED 3001 to your program during the official add
period. Go to the Co-op Ed. add desk in the University
Union for the required forms.

j

,

tuition,

Foundation fellowship received by an

If you employment is related to your academic major

I
I
i

Info rmed I
ROC'S
rces indicated today that i
n
Ward, co-owner of I
e's Lounge, is going to
ad guilty to charges of
nspiracy.
I
Ward, along with Jerry
itas. is guilty of conspring i
develop the largest lounge i
the state of Illinois and the. i
· est lounge in Charleston .

for

fellowship," he added.

He said chis produces fewer course

,

_,,._...

pays

in the School of Business due

teaching salary was six to 1 0 semester

you may qualify for academic credit through the
Cooperative Education Program. For information on
eligibility requirements see Jane Ziegler, Claire

fellowship

initiacive."

Coon can update his mathematics skills

Check with the Cooperative Education
Office Betore June 2 3

19 or 348-8535 or club president

oben Barford at 581-3964 or 345-

his

personnel to teach specialized areas

ATTENTION EMPLOYED STUDENTS

formation caJI Maury at 581-

for

should

because
"economic
universities
restraints" prevent the hiring of new

'pa1ing in the league by setting
1wo matches per week.

Coon

DiPietro said these fellowships help

courses offered this summer. Switzer

For an application and further

"Dr.

commended

such

His office also had to contend with a

This year's summer budge! is the

1ch a person's tennis skills with
se of other area players par-

which

knowledge in the mathematics teaching

Coon

summer Of 1 978.

ho want to and giving them an

of

recipient.

201

ue is "to introduce people who

chairman,

fellowship

Switzer said last summer there were

Maury said the purpose of the

all

Eastern

pertain to business training.

ferings.

chance to sign up.

Di Pietro,

The fellowship covers three summers
of study at any university chosen by the

process even more difficult, he said.

department at
tern and a member of th e club ,
· the club has delayed starting
league so more people will have

be

said Coon
is
taking
courses
in
statistics, computer language skills and

_
___

economics

of

School

mathematics

Enrollment

cring prospective or fanatic
buffs the chance to compete
opponents of similar skill.
Allen Maury, an instructor in

the

and is currently studying on a National

recipients

is

for

mathematics department, has received

Michigan at Ann Ar.bor.

The Charleston Tennis Club

required

Alphonso

fellowship

Tennis Club
starts league

skills

Eastern's

Science
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Szerenyi retires after 1 3 years of library service

by Laura Rzepka

Joseph Szerenyi, director of library
services at Eastern is retiring after
serving 1 3 years in that position during
which he said he made Booth Library a
"very rare advanced library."
Wilson
Luquire
will
succeed
Szerenyi effective July I. "I haven't
met him but he is very well educated,"
Szerenyi said.
Luquire has been Associate Director
of Library Services at East Carolina
University in Greenville, S.C. since
1977. He received a master of library
science and a Ph.D. in library and
information science from Indiana
University.
"The job of the director is to cry
hard enough to the administration to
give you more and more money. I was
a pretty good crier," Szerenyi said.
The
most
signi ficanL
accomplishment was opening the stacks
up to the public in 1967, just three
months after he assumed the position,
Szerenyi said.
"The library was a dream place for
everybody after the stacks opened," he
added.
"We more than tripled the collection

Glover proposes
letter to council

by Robin Scholz

During Wednesday's Student Senate
session, Student Body President Bob
Glover said he would send a letter to
the Charleston City Council to propose
a monthly meeting between the two
bodies.
Glover's proposed letter is a result of
the City Council's recent passing of an
ordinance which bans the sale of drug
paraphernalia in the Charleston area.
"It's a hindsight," Glover said of
the Council's action. "But there is
really nothing we can do about it."

i n 1 3 years," Szerenyi said. There were
154,000 volumes in 1967 and there are
currently 460, 000 volumes.
"My goal was to have a half a
million volumes. If it wasn't for in
flation we would have had that,''
Szerenyi said.
The periodical collection has tripled
also, he added.
Another accomplishment 'Szerenyi
cited during his term
was
the
development of the self study center
and the development of a "very good
reference collection."
The self study center was created in
the early 70s and currently has a
microfilm collection of close to one
million units of film and microcards,
he said.
The reference section is a first-rate
collection of information in every field
of knowledge, Szerenyi said .
Two additional accomplishments
during the past 13 years include a
change in the classification system of
library materials and an extension of
library hours.
Materials in the library are currently
classified
using
the
Library
of
Congress system instead of the Dewey
Decimal System, Szerenyi said.
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Adducci's Pizza
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will you get a
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7 15 Monroe

Next to Will rogers Theater
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Tues-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat 9am-noon

BOB'S PACKAGE
Old Style
1 2 pk. N/R

$4.29

�

I

I
I_

I

BUSCH
Aristocrat

GIN

$4.59
Liter

12 pl<. cans
$4.29
Walker

VODKA
$4.69

=
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a complete hair care program just for you.

Only

I
Call for
f ast De1·1very Ii
3

-

Ninth & Lincoln
By
345-4313
Appointment

w ith every Large Pizza
Delivery and Pick- Up Only

. Products The Probrem
Image Hair
Solvers. Andy and Linda will design

Call today for a professional approach to great hair.

I FREE QUART OF COKE I

I

Joseph Szerenyi

Unisex Hairstyling
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Man
kissed
on
street

.... ,�<>-..c1.-.11.-.c1.-.11.... �c1.-.<�1.-.1�1....
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ROC'S - Jerry Nikitas,
co-owner of Roe's Lounge,
has confirmed today that he
Glover said the monthly meetings
was the man that bystanders
would give the Senate a chance to
reported seeing kissed on
confer with the Council on matters ,
' the street.
which concern Eastern students.
f He explained that his
In other Senate business, 10 study
daughter Christy was so
subcommittee wei:e proposed and are t
happy to be back in the
pending the approval of next week's t
friendly town of Charleston
session. ,,
·f that she kissed her father on
The Senate next week will also elect a
t the cheek.
permanent
chairman
to
replace
temporary Chairman Mike Nowak.

Library hours have been extended to
include weekend hours since 1967 and
midnight service on certain days since
1 978, he said.
Szerenyi would like to see further
steps to computerize the library. He
has asked for an expanded program
request from the Board of Governors
to put the card catalogue on computer
tape.
The main problem with the card
catalogue is caused by the people who
remove the cards because they are ''too
lazy" to write down the call numbers,
Szerenyi said.
"For this reason the card catalogue
is becoming obsolete,'' he added.
"We can't replace the cards because
we don't know which ones were
taken," he said.
Szerenyi will stay at Eastern for one
more year to work as a bibliographer,
selecting books for new purchases.

509 Vanburen

qt.
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19, 1
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This Thursday, Friday and Saturday 10am
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-

7

6pm
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BIG SAVINGS ON CAR STEREO
during our largest Auto Sound Sale of the Year

Below are just a few of the great deals avai I able. All brands will be on sale I
TS-M2

•

CAR TWEETER WITH
ADJUSTABLE LEVEL

*

IN-DASH CASSETTE WITH AM/FM STEREO

KP-1500

TOK SA-C90 Cassettes

Perfect for that import or x-body
car. At a $99.95 complete system
price, with PIONEER name brand
quality, this system can't be beat I

Case of 10
now just

s 3 2 9s

PIONEER
KP-1500 with
P-16L Speakers

6%" HEAVY-DUTY
DOOR-MOUNT SPEAKERS

!Add zing to any car stereo system
With these easy mount tweeters.
Adjustable level controls.

s 39 95
Reg.

KP-2500

IN-DASH CASSETTE
WITH AM/FM STEREO

$54.95

•

Auto Replay After Rewind

•

FM Mono/Stereo Switch

•

Volume, Tone and Balance Controls

•

6" x 9" SPEAKERS

•

Stereo Indicator

•

Power Antenna Activator

•

TS-691

Locking Fast Forward and Rewind

Automatic Eject

COMPONENT POWER
AMPLIFIER-40 WATT

Now Just

Put the KP-2500 with these 20 watt PIONEER
speakers and you've got a well tuned system.
KP-5500

.

,f-

rf.\�
.,

Featuring much lower distortion
than a booster, this amp features
20 watts a channel, and the low
distortion delivers crisp, clean
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Jensen 6 x 9" Coaxial

tDUnd.

STEP UP to a Supertuner and
get reception like you never
dreamed of. Add a pair of
JENSEN

- with 1 year full
warranty!

Reg.

$219.90 value

IN-DASH CASSETTE WITH AM/FM STEREO SUPERTUNER

. -- -

6" x 9" COAX and

'

/1

•
•

SUPERTUNER
5-Station Pre·Set Pushbutton Tuning

•

FM Mono/Stereo and Muting Switches

•

Automatic Replay After Rewind

•

Automatic Eject

•

Power Antenna Activator

•
•

•

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE!

0

Locking Fast Forward and Rewind

Volume, Tone and Balance Controls
Adjustable Shafts

COMPLETE
SERVICE
DEPARTMENT!

GUARANTEED
PRICES!

- we will not be

underpriced
by another
retailer!

you're ready to roll I

Reg.

$84.95

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Just

s

1 99 95
Reg.

•

Financing available to
those who qualify.

$274.90 value

Audio

507 7th Street
Charleston, Illinois
217/345-2662
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........ ....
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News

Gym dandy!

Chicago welcomes would-be U.S. Olympians
Photos by Bob Kasinecz

The American public got a first-hand
look at the finest gymnasts in the
United States June 7 when the AMF
National Mixed Pairs Championship
came to the Rosemont Horizon In
Chicago. The competition consists of
12 pairs of men and women, each a
member of the U.S. National Gym
nastic Team. Included in this group is
the 1980 Olympic Team.
The Chicago exhibition was the
fourth stop in a five-city tour. At each
stop points are awarded to the top six
pairs of gymnasts. After the next and
final stop in Los Angeles, the pair with
the highest point total will become the
AMF National Pairs Champions.
The Mixed Pairs Championship
provides a more relaxed competitive
format than reguiar competition. The
gymnasts are iven the opportunity to
perform in events of their choosing,
but with scores being kept, the par
ticipants are eager to do their very
best.
Clockwise from above competitors
Kurt Thomas, Lynn Lederer. amy
Koopman, Beth Kline and Tim la Fleur
perform their routines.

g

Thursday, June 19, 1980

Summer Events

U Theatre opens

University
State
The Indiana
mer theater repertory company
present "You Can't Take It With
ou" at 8:30 p.m. Thursday and at 6
. and 9:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Theatre, 540 North Seventh St.
"What the Butler Saw" will be
ented at 8:30 p.m. Friday. Ad
ion is $3.

'

ACROSS

I R�rd
5 "A face that

would 
Tennis tou rnament here
clock"
11 Bunk
The Charleston Tennis Club will
13 Food thickener
sponsor a singles and doubles tenni�
1" Channing
tournament to be held at 8 a.m.
15 cardgame
Saturday June 2 1 -22 at the Southeast . 11 Roasted,
French style
of
130
Route
on
south
Park
17 Standoffish
Charleston, on mile south of the drive- i 18 Wading
bird
eight loss clu b meets
in theater.
1t Bridge
framework
The Dirty Plate Club, a weight-loss
The deadline for entry is 6 p.m . .
.1
2 1 Hectic routine
p will meet at 3 p.m. on Mondays Thursday' June 1 9
%3 Dessert
the Union addition Sullivan Room
%4 Actor
The fee for a single entrant will be $4
summer. There is no charge and and $6 for doubles.
Tremayne
" . .
.
. 25 One of a group
.
ents may call Bud Sanders at 581WI 11
There
d1v 1s 1ons,
nrne
be
impelled by42
13 for more information.
separating both men and women.
Across
i
culty concert Monday
For more information call Dr.
l
ra
borrower,A faculty showcase recital will be Robert Barford at345-9653 .
lenderbe"
SS Theda of films
3' Olive, to Ovid
37 Tapestry
38 Steel angle iron
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EARLY SHOW
PRICES.
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STRIKES BACK
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CODOLBYSTEREO"'WEEKEND
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4:30.
7:00 & 9: 30

DOWN
1 Kindof board
or gun
2 Plane designer

Sikorsky
3 Satisfy
• Victim of 42
Across
5 Climbed
6 Anecdote
7 Sierra Madre
treasure
8 Inferior
9 Forage plants
10 Ali of
storybook
fame
11 Rockstar
Clapton

lZ Medicinal
amount
15 Designation of
4 Down in U.S.
history
ZO Prong
U Jetsam for
SamAdams's
men
ZS Number the

pages

28 Unseals
27 Agalnst a

thing, in law

28 Bellini opera
!9 Foxtail or

dogfool

30 Nobelist in

Chemistry:

1918
31 Rubout

32 Unusual

33 Curry or honey

follower
37 Kant was one
•1 Buddies
-man gang
"3
""Captured
•7 Business
combo
"8 Ready for
picking
•t Wised up
50 Alone
51 Flutter
52 Strong
criticism
53 Sch. for future
ensigns
54 Kind of bird or
bug
57 Soda

-

-

ll ir&::

sound

51 Hummingbird
· 58 Martinelli or

·

20th CENTURYFOX FILMS

Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA

J

I

.. .

9

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

held at 8 p.m. Monday in Dvorak
Concert Hall. There is no admission
charge.

.

Eastern flews

MATINEE
2:00

Maxwell

59 Chooses

-

a
60"
Parade"
11 World's Fair
Sally
t2 Durocher
13 Hackedit
M Sanction
For answers, see page

16

CONNIE
SPECIALS
Regular $28. 00

NOW$14.88

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. only
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$1 off your favorite
Limit-1

case of beer

�

Sale items
not
included

Cou on good throughJune 22

M!ife $hoes a!C
South Side of the Square

•
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Thursday viewing

9:301.m.

ollywood SQuares
zo·s aigTop

3.1 Q-Gu1d1ng Light
1 7,38-General Hospital

10:001.m.

,20--High Rollers
nce1sR1ght
eme and Shirley

15.20-News
1 7-ABC News
38-Family Feud

2:30p.m.

1 2-Electrtc Company
3:00 p.m.

10:30 a.m.

6.20-Wheel of Fortune
aimdyFeud
1 1 :00a.m.

.20-Chain Reaction
Young and the Restless
Donahue1 7-$20.000

3-CloseUp

9:00p.m.

2-Hotlywood SQuares
5:30p.m.
3-Movie "Babes in Arms." ( 1 939)
2,3, 10, 15, 1 7.20.38-News
Teen·agers of vaude\/ltle parents
9-My Three Sons
stage a show of their own. Starring
6:00p.m.
Mickey Rooney
2.3.1 0,20.38-News
1 O-One Day at a Time
9-Andy Griffith
1 2-Sesame Street
1 2-0ick Cavett
1 5 ,20-Batman
6:30p.m.
1 7.38-Edge of Night
2,3-MASH
3:30 p.m.
3-Dick Van Dyke
2-Partrldge Family
1 0-Children of the Third World
1 0-Tom and Jerry
1 2-McNell/lehrer Rep0rt
1 5.20-1 Dream Of Jeannie
1 5,20-Go Tell It
1 7-Mike Douglas
1 7-TicTac Dough
38-$20,000 Pyramid
38-1 Was Hungry
4:00p.m.
2-Mike Douglas
1 O-Captain Jack
1 2-Mlster Rogers
1 5.20-McHale's Navy
38-1 Love Lucy

4:30 p.m.

3-Rebel Slave
9-t Dream Of Jeannie
1 0-Munsters
12-Zoom
1 5,20-Partndge Family
38-Dtck Van Dyke
5:00 p.m.

3-Mary Tyler Moore
9-McHaJe's Navy
1 0-leave It To Beaver
1 2-Sesame Street

At

7:00 p.m.

2.1 5,20-Buck Rogers
3-The Waltons
9-Mrs America Pageant
1 O-Oral Roberts Special
1 7-Mork and Mindy
7:30p.m.

1 7 .38-Benson
B:OOp.m.

2.15,20-Movie "Cry Of The In·
nocent." ( 1 980) An
Amencan
executive seeks to revenge the kt
l hng
of his family 1n Ireland Starring Rod
Taylor.
3.1 0-Barnaby Jones
1 7,38-Barney Miller
8:30 p.m.

Thurs.

country rock

''Slink Rand Band''

Back up to Ted Nugent and Trillion in concert

�------- - - - ------ -- - �
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with this coupon

Get i n for

only $1 .00

I

I
I

Band to be announced 0�1
�
!.l!!��.r.ti..m�-- 0°.;:)

______

10:30 p.m.

2, 1 5,20-Tonight Show
3-Streets of San Francisco
9-Prisoner: Cell Block H
1 0-Jeffersons
1 2-Captloned News
1 7 ,38-ABC News
10:50 p.m.

1 7,38-Charlie's Angels
9-Movie. "The Delphi Bureau."
( 1972) A top-secret 1nvestigat1ve
agency traces missing planes
Starring Bob Crane and Celeste Holm
10-Movie "lust For life." ( 1956)
The story of the Dutch painter Vincent
Van Gough·s tormented hie. Starring
Kirk Douglas and Anthony Quinn.
11:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.

2.15.20-Tomorrow
1 7 .38-Baretta

-

:

;

, ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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Wedding dates stiH available for this summer.

Ducks
Pork & Havana ···········

1

10:00 p.m.

2,3, 10, 1 7.20-News
9-News
1 2-Dick Cavett
38-Hogan's Heroes

3-Rookies

.

Robert Erickson

TED'S

�·········
Fri.

3. 1 0-Knots landing
9-News
1 2-Upstairs, Downstairs
1 7,38-20120

1 1 :00 p.m.

.

President
Carter
to
Eastside?

1 7 ,38-Semi·Tough

5:25p.m.

.

... ......... 1 1
,-- - --- --- -I Patd Advertisement
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Informed
I (Eastside)
sources
today
said
that
I
I President Jimmy Carter will I
I definitely not come to I
I Eastside Package this I
I weekend to debate John I
I Ward manager of Eastside. I
I However, Eastside is still I
I going to have the $2. 1 9 sale I
I price on most popular beers.
I
I

Thursday, June 1 9, 1 980

Call for an appointment.

rural route l. charlestoa, illiuois 81920

217 345·7821

_J

12

•"'•fer• News

2,3-MASH9-Cubs Baseball
10, 1 7-Tic Tac Dough
1 2-McNeil/lehrer Report
1 5.20-Brady B'unch
38-:-Cross-Wits

Thursd�y. June 1 9 , 1.980

Friday ' s Television

6:30 p.m.

2 , 1 5,20-Here's Boomer
7:00p.m.

9-Pnsoner· Cell Block H.
1 0-Avengers
1 7,38-Fndays

3, 1 0-lncredible Hulk

1 7 ,38-Movie: "Crash." (1 978) A
reconstruction of the 1 9 7 2 airline
disaster involving a commercial jet In
the Florida Everglades.
Starring
William Shatner and Eddie Albert

Captioned ABC News

10:45 p.m.

9-Movie: "My Blood Runs Cold ·
( 1 965) Suspense yarn about the
supernatural. Starring Troy Donahue
and Joey Heatherton.

1 2-Washington Week in Review

2 . 1 5,20-Me and Maxx
1 2-Wall Street Week
7:30 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

1 2-Consumer Travel

8:30p.m.

2 , 1 5,20-Rockford Files
3. 1 0-Dukes of Hazzard
8:00 p.m.

2, 1 5.20-Man Called Sloane
3. 1 0-Dallas
1 7 ,38-Tenspeed and Brown Shoe
9:00p.m.

9-News

1 0-Retum of the Saint
1 7-America's Top Ten
38-Don Ktrshner's Rock Concert
1 1 :40 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

2.1 5,20-Mldnight Special
12:00 p.m.

2,3,10.17.20-News
9-Love, Amencan Style
38-Hogan's Heroes
10:00 p.m.

17-PTLClub

9, 1 7,38-News

1:10 1.m.

2, 1 5,20-Tonight Show
3-Movie: "You'll Find Out." ( 1 940)
Kay Keiserand his orchestra offer this
bright spoof of 'Old House' horror
films. Starring Peter Lorre and Boris
Karloff.
10:30p.m.

9-Movie: "Welts Fargo." (1937)
Epic western tale of the express
company's surge across the country
Starring Joel McCrea and Frances
Dee.
1:401.m.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - -

Any Brand in Stock

Reg. $5.43

20 1050:..
Men's - Women's - Children
Famous Name Brands

1 000 pr.

Selected Styles
This season's shoes

Athletic shoes
to casual to

Sorry - No
layaway but

dress shoes

gladly exchange

Open to closed
styles

or refund up
to 3 days with
receipt.

Early bird
Group

$1 .90

INYART'S
Shoe Store- North side of square

ON

CAMPUS

a

- - - - - - ----

Carton of Cigarettes

SHOE SALE

Semi
Annual
Clearance

12:10 I..

r

Presents:
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SMYSERS
Wrecker Service
&.. Repair
* Free Estimates
Jt Low Rates
* 24 hour Towing
7 50 Sixth St.

J O Da1s1es
. .
wrappe<.I ti
cash & carrv
I
t

$2.95

�

�
�

Daisies arranped

$ 7 95
•

no /,Ce
�
5'fower S/i op

i

I

I
I

I:

'
I
I

345-5702

y 'S

CUBS TV SPECIAL
$1 . 50 pitcher of Busch

.

(When the Cubbies are televised)
Special will lost all summer long
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Roe's
found
guilty

I
I
1�.�.�.�.�:�.��.::���

t

•

Coupon good thru June 22

1-·-n;.is·;-s;;�iall
iI

$S 14

SALE

ROG'S - Roe's Lounge
was found guilt of serving
hamburger

I

'

sisting
of
1 00
percent
ground chuck, cottage fries,
and slaw for ridiculously low
prices.
The soybean industry has

1 indicated
�' restaurants

If.

baskets

that

if

other

follow
Roe's
lead, central Illinois soy ean
production will drop by 50
percent.
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ouncil annexes Club to legalize liquor sales

Olga
Durham,
whose
husband
belongs to the country club, said she is
leston Country Club, but the only willing to approve annexations by
ereoce will be tnac the sales will be other groups such as the Charleston
Gun Club. The only problem with
nexation into the city by the other groups is they are too far out of
ry club was approved by the City the city limits co be annexed, Durham
cit Tuesday night and will allow said. " I f they can find a way to move
country club to obtain a license and
y seU liquor to club members.
yor Bob Hickman, commissioner
e Lanman and commissioner
Durham voted unanimously to
ve the country club's annexation
est.
Commissioners
Clancy
fer and John Beusch were not
Vicki Shaw
·quor will once again be sold at the

•

l.
e Country Club will be annexed

the city by a 50-foot strip of land
on the property of three area
wners and a portion of land
a railroad track connecting
n to Charleston.
y Clerk Patsy Loew, said because
annex was approved, the country
could obtain a license at any time.
cnse will cost $2,000 per year.
country club will have to pay the
sales tax on items sold plus real
tax on all property.
said there will be no changes in
and sewer hook-ups at the
try Club, which currently receives
ter from a pond. A city water line
not be constructed unless the club
for it, Loew said.
kman said he has been a member
country club since 1967. He said
bership did not affect his vote
matter.

closer to the city, l'll vote to let them
in."
Recently, the Coles County Sheriff's
Department issued warnings to several
establishments in the area for allegedly
selling liquor without a license.
Sheriff Chuck Lister said Tuesday
that
the
department
periodically
received complaints about illegal liquor
being served. The complaints came
from people with "bent noses" or
those who were mad about something
and wanted to get back at someone
else, he said.
He added that nothing could be done
about the problem until someone

ii order lifted two days early
leston's three�day boil order
lifted almost two days early after
ers finished cleaning the city's
gallon underground water
e tank early Tuesday.
boil order began at 7 a.m.
y.

order was lifted around 1 0 a.m.
·ng to a spokesman for the city
r's office.
e got the cleaning done and sent

samples to the EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency). Since the whole
city was under the boil order, they
phoned in the results and gave us the
okay to Iift the order," the spokesman
said.
The spokesman
explained
that
officials wanted "plenty of leeway" in
cleaning the tank, which is why the city
made the original boil order for three
days.

Break Away for

real Italian pizza

Phone: 345-3400

1600 E. Lincoln

Beh ind Bob H ickm a n Ford
Welcome back

signed a formal complaint and nobody
did this, Lister said.
The department finally went 10 the
state's attorney's office, he said.
Lister was 1old if he investigated the
establishments serving liquor illegally
and pressed charges, the state's a1torney's office would prosecute, he
said.
Lister said the sheriffs department
went to the Charleston Country Club,
gun club and speedway, and gave 1 0
days to halt illegal liquor sales. A l the
end of the 10 days, they appeared 10 be
complying with the law, he said.
Lister
said
he
assumed
the
establishments knew they were serving
liquor illegally but it is a touchy subject
which would have decided in court.
City attorney Tony Sunderman said
the illegal operations were Class A
misdemeanors. Offenders could be
fined up to $ 1 ,000 for non-compliance,
he said.
Lister said as far as he knew, the
country club had been serving liquor

since it opened. The gun club and
speedway had also been serving liquor
for some months, he said.
After learning they could no longer
sell liquor, members of the country
club submitted a petition to have the
club
annexed
into
the city
of
Charleston so they would be able to
obtain a license.
Lister said in the 1930s after
prohibition, a state law made all
Illinois counties dry. It was up to
individual townships to decide whether
they wanted to remain dry or not.
Charleston township voted to remain
dry and still is.
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SELL THOSE ITEMS

1

IN THE

YOU DON'T NEED

CLASSIFIEDS
1"1��li!Ol>Olii)Ol���oooo�

LAB TECHNOLOGISTS MTI ASCP

Research AUSHI

RUSH-PRESBYTERIAN·ST LUKES, o nollonolly·known

med1col loc1hly and teaching instrtuhoo, is presently seeking
Professionals to ioin our Laboratory staffs. We currently hove

• HEMATOLOGY (1st. 2d, 3d shifts)
• OUT-PATIENT LAB (1st shin)
• IMMUNOLOGY (1st shift)

openings in

If you ore on experienced Lob Techno10g1sl (MT/ASCP)

looking br something more in o coreer, reseorch RUSHI We

offer o lop salary and excellenl benefits which include FREE
INSURANCE. 3·WEEKS PAID VACATION os well os TUITION
REIMBURSEMENTI Jom o teom where good work is well
Ed Getz, 942·5954
reworded Contact:

Rush-Presbyter1an-St Luke's Medical Center

1725 w. Homson. Chicago
Equal Opp<>1tun11y Empioyer M/F

AllHmottve i\cllOn.

I

•••t•r• llews
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Campus Interviews

Thursday, June 1 9 , 1980

News

Netters

Official Notices

June 30 • Army (Neoga Room
University Umon)
July t
Army (Neoga Room
July 2 • Brucker
University Union)
Company
James Knott. Dlfector
Career Planning &

James E. Martin
Registrar

·

Placement Center
GRADE CHANGE APPEALS

Appeals to change assigned grades
must be initiated by the student
through the appropriate instructor
within four weeks after the start of the
grading period following the one for
which the contested grades were
recorded. The deadline for Spring
Semester 1 980 grade change
peals is Wednesday, July 16, 1980.
James E. Martin
Registrar

ap·

FULL· TIME STUDENT
ACADEMICALLY

In order to be considered a full·time
student academically a student must
carry at least 1 2 semester hours each
semester and at least 6 semester
hours dunng a summer term It is
obvious by these m1n1umum amounts
that a student can gain 30 semester
hours or one-fourth of his academic
career of a minimum of 1 20 semester
hours required for graduation For any
number of semester hours less than
1 2 dunng a semester and 6 dunng a
summer term a student is considered
a part·hme student academically This
1s the rule by which Records Office
certifies students as full·t1me to such
agencies as Social Security System.
Good Student Discount. etc If you
have questions concerning 4t0Y of
this. please contact Records Office.

SUMMER COMMENCEMENT

Cap and gown measurements will

be taken Thursday. July 1 7 , 1 980
from t 0:00 a.m. · 2:00 p.m 1n the
Union Ballroom All graduates par·
ticipating in the exercises must be
measured by July 1 7. 1 980. If you
cannot make this date. contact Cathy
Gregg at 581-3616 to make other
arangements prior to July 1 7 so that
you can be sure to participate 1n the
graduation ceremony. Caps and
gowns will be distributed Tuesday,
August 5, 1980 from 10:00 a.m. •
2:00 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon
Room of the Union.) Cathy Gregg
Business Operations Secretary
APPLICATfON
FOR GRADUATION

Application and reapplication for
graduaion
t
for Summer Term i 980
must be accomplished no later than
the deadline of 4:30 p.m. on
Tuesday. June 24, 1980
The
necessary forms are available 1n
Records Office.
James E. Martin
Registrar
TEACHER EDUCATION ADMISSION

All students desiring to enter
elementary and secondary teacher
preparaion
t
programs should meet in
the Buzzard Education Building
Auditorium on July 1 , 1980, at 9.00
a m or 2:00 p.rri. Any student who
has completed, or will complete. forty
semester hours at the close of the
Summer Term. 1 980. and who has
not already completed theapphcatton
form, should attend one of these
meetings. The next enrollment period
wilt be Fall Semester Ron Leathers
Admission to Teacher
Education

RETURNED CHECK PENALTY

Effective June 1 1980, a $5 hne
will be charged on all checks returned
to the University for non·payment lor
any reason
Frank A Mumford
Assistant Bursar
DROP DEADLINE

8·

The last day to drop either an
week class or a 5·week class and
have no entry on your permanent
record for that class is TUESDAY,
JUNE 24, 4 30 P.M.
Michael D. Taylor
Director, Registration
SUMMER REFUND DEADLINE

The last day to cancel Summer
classes and receive a full refund was
Frtday. June 13.
The last day for a partial refund 1s
Tuesday. June 24, 3:00 p m. A
partial refund includes all tuition and
fees except insurance.
The last day to withdraw from the
Un1vers1ty and receive 50 percent
refund is Monday. June 30 at 3:00
p m Fifty percent of all fees and
tuition paid··except 1nsurance--will be
refunded
Michael D. Taylor
Dlfector Registration

Union Ballroom; on Monday, June 23
between 1 1 :00 a.m and 2:00 p m 1n
the Registration Operations Room
The door will close at 2 p.m on
each add day
Michael D Taylor
Director, Registration
SUMMER DEPENDENT INSURANCE

Full·time (8 hours or more) students
with dependents are reminded that 1f
they desire Sickness and Accident
Insurance for dependents for Summer
Session 1 980. they must obtain an
application in the Office of Financial
Aids and submit It with payment to the
Business Office no later than June
27, 1980, 3:30 p.m. The effective
date Is the date of premium payment.
Cost:
Spouse only $7.80
Spouse and Children $1 5.60
Children Only $7 .80
Sue Sparks McKenna
Director of Financial Aids
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT

Those students scheduled to
receive financial aid July 2nd should
report that day to the Charleston·
Mattoon Rooms of the new addition of
the Student Union between 9 00 a.m
and 3.30 p.m. (including noon hour)
Students must present their I D
SUMMER ADDS
Students may submit add requests cards
Sue Sparks McKenna
on Thursday. June 1 9 between
Director of Financial Aids
1 1 00 a.m and 2·00 p.m 1n the
�---------------------
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In the doubles competition,
Eastern came away with two
firsts and a second, but still
came up short in the overall
team standings, finishing w ith
50 points to 52 for SIU-E.
At No. I, Anderson and
Belton were stopped by SIU
E's Almeida Ziegenfuss 6-4, 64.
At No. 2, Groth and
Roberto defeated McFarland
and
Payne of Charleston
College (West Virginia) 6-2, 63,
while
Haberkorn and
Peterson
took
the
No.3
tournament, defeating SIU
E's Pierson and Wall in the
finals 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.
the
Overall
in
season,coach Karen
team finished 3-1
meets, and won the tough
Western lllinois Invitational
before the runnerup finish in
1he regionals.
"All in all, I thought it was
a good spring, we played very
well, and I was pleased with
our competitive level, " Earley
said.
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the
:·:Charleston
(.Card
Co.
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NAME;
AGE

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON THE
GUARD'S GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
0 AIR GUARD

0
0

ADDRESS ;
CITY

ARMY GUARD

STATE

e01H

ZIP CODE

I AM UNDER NO OBLIGATION.

------

PHONE:

Eastern News

Thursday, June 1 9, 1 980

Please report classified ad errors immediately at 581
2 8 1 2 . A correct ad will appear 1n the next edition. Unless

Classified ads
Help Wanted

�\.- ·ess - full or part
App!..
�C
after 4 p.m.
Ma
ke•

P
t.C,

,,
ctrson

�------26
ss and stun envelopes at
Any age or loeation. $800 per

��a.

SO�

ad

U
Tider

ss Opportunltites. Triple "S".
!---2
--- 4.711

ess and stff envelopes at
. Any area. 1 800 per month.
Offer, send $1 (refundable)
Tnpk! "S", 869·S16 Juniper,
H�ls. CA 92372.

�----- 1 9
do typing. Call Dons. 345after 4
�
-1 9

For Rent

3 room furnished apartment 1 block
from EIU. Summer only 345·6009.

19

Student housing available, 2 apts..
for Fall/Spring semesters. furnished,
ut1ht1es included 3 persons each Call
_______

345-i3i0 or 34l
H
sT79.

______

7/17

Furnished apartments. two and
three rooms. available immediately.
345·4846.
19
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
b
e-ms,
droo
0uplex apart
ment _ two
carpeted, stove, refrigerator and air
to
furnished
Close
conditioner
campus. 345·6834
----26
---

Charleston - two bedroom furnished
mobtle home. carpeted, A C . and
underpinned Ph. 234·8032.
----31
---

Two bedrooms. stove. refrigerator
Near Eastern
Married couple
preferred. 345-4846.
19

Announcements

Summer '80 Book.

Jukebox - Free each day with Roc"s

-�---2
-- 6

notified. we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion.

KEEP ABORTION SAFE ANO
LEGAL · Join Naral - Free Referals
345-9285

oo

Summer Evening '80 Roe's Books

_______

are FREE

26
SUMMER DANCE - Ballet or Jazz
dance classes for teens and adults
_______

��rnr:w

::nd ;nt�m.adiate ;uvt:ig.

Call
for
information
345-7 1 8 2
JACQUELINE BENNETT · Dance
Center
Help
PARIS
campaign
Congressman PAUL SIMON to speak
at fundrais1ng dinner for BILL PARIS,
For details and
Friday, June 27
ttckets - 345-4851 , 345· 7982 or
258-8512. Fred Maclaren. Chairman, PARIS FOR JUDGE COM·
MITTEE
------- 24
_
Charleston
Rummage
Sale
Saturday 8 - ? tires. rims. trailer hitch.
hammock. drill, flower pots. shutters,
size 9 uniforms. infant to adult
clothing 1 0 1 3 Westgate.
19

Sandwich Baskets - $1.00 off with
Summer '80 Book.
_______ 26
_______

Foosball Players FREE game each
day with Roe's Summer '80 Book.
_______ 26

I /JCTTCR (j() IN ANO
MAK& SUR& 7HIS IS
7Hc. RIGHT Pl.AC&.
Ytl'I IVA/T �.

�S, SIR.
45 liMTH70-CM'ICR.

Birthright
volunteers•
Meeting
scheduled on Friday, June 20th,
2.00 p.m at the Newman House
Please attend.
_______ 1 9
Pool Players - FREE game eedl day
with Roe's Summer '80 Book.
26
Fast Ed's welcomes the students

uack wm a Miiier Mug illlfe Mug lull

of beer for $1 2 5. You keep the mug ·
rehll for 25 cents all night.

19
May All the Women of EIU have a
lovely summer. sharing 1t with THE
MEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA.

Lost and Found
FOUND: Watch around tennlS lawn
(Lantz Gym). 581-2321 or 581-

2322.

�

19

�*******�******!'
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_______
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______
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For Sale

1 9 7 1 Ford Mavenck, 1 350 See at

715 9th or phone 345-7334 after 5
�------ 24

p m

1 963 Chrysler Newport 361 Eng
Excellent school or work car. 65,000
actual miles $200 Call 581 2831

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BE A GREAT
DETECTIVE TO
FIND WHAT YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR IN
THE CLASSIFIEDS !

19
Coppertone Magic Chef gas range
E11cellent condition - $150.00 or best
offer 345·2585 after 4:30 p m
____
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Paid Advertisement

OSHO

'\ �

AVENI.£.

1s

Investigates
Roe's

ROC'S

-

Roe's

employees

vehemently denied that they have
upper
by
harassed
been
management.
They indicated that even though
they weren't paid, worked 80 hrs.

a week, and had to provide their
own work uniforms. They felt ·the
Joy and pleasure they derived from
serving Roe's customers was
payment enough.
Several indicated that the only
harassment they felt was because
they were not allowed to work
longer hours for less pay.
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"DO ll YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD

COST PER DAY:

AO TO READ

50 cents for 1 0 words or less, $ 1 for 1 1 -20
words. All ads MUST be paid in advance. Name and
phone number are required for office purposes.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AD TO START

Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern
______

AND RUN FOR

---- - - -

News box in Union or bring to News Office in Student
Services Building by noon the day before it is to run

Eastern NeY#s Sports
Thursday, June 1 9, 1 980/Page 1 6

Finalists for basketball coach named
by Brad Patterson

four the

finalists

The four

head

basketball coaching position at Eastern

have been announced.
Three Division I assistant coaches
and Panther assistant Randy Coonce

are lhe four selected by a six-member
search committee 19 receive interviewc;

Other

three,

the

Coonce,

than

candidates are Gary Garner,· assistant
from the University of Missouri, Rick

Samuels,

an

Iowa

University

State

aide, and Jene Davis from Indiana
University.

The position became open when Don
Eddy resigned his 12-year post to

Finalist Coonce hopes for
head basketball position
coach
assistant
Eas1ern
Coonce believes 1ha1 1he

he

that

v.i1h

cspcciaily

a

ball

veteran

v..1 11

ready to accept�
fhat i'> a gr-eat opportunit) for our
·•

school and for our basketball 1eam,"

Coonce said " l look forward Lo seeing

us play team'> like Indiana State,
Sou1hern
and
Northern,
Illinois,
Illinois State.
"We have built

up a lot of en

thusiasm over the years here as a 1op
Division 11 school, and 1 think v..e will

cominue that as a Divii.1on I school,"

Coonce said.
" l think people want 10 see quality
baskecball, and when you have two
good Division I 1eams playing here, I
think we will genera1c even more
enthusiasm than we have now."

Coonce went on to point out that

being a

Di,ision

I team

will

Eastern in the recruiting wars.

help

''Just the stature of being a Divi:.ion

I school will let us talk 10 kids we

wouldn't talk 10 no"." he said. "A lot

of kids simply want 10 play at the

highest level of college basketball, and

they don't even consider a Division II
-;chool."
an assistant at

Coone� has been

l:.aMern for the past two seasom., and

before that had been the head coach of
Lake Land Junior College, directing
Lakers

the

into

t\.\'O

consecutive

Sectional tournament appearences.
Coonce

wa'

a

member

of

Don

Eddy's first Eastern team in 1968-69,
before coaching at several eas1 central
1 llinois high schools.

" I have been a head coach , and I'm

level.

here for two years, and I feel that is

and advantage," Coonce �aid.

-

Great

Lakes

Davis, 34, has been a member of
Bobby Knight's staff at Indiana for the
past two years and before that he was
the head coach at Columbus (Ohio)
McKinley High School. There his

received

he

Garner, 35, has been an assistan&

under Norm Stewart at Missouri since
1977. Garner has been in charge

or

recruiting for the Tigers, something
that Johnson earlier saw as a vital

requirement
coach.

for

the

eventual

head

Samuels, 3 1 , has been an assistam al

Iowa State for four seasons. He was

co-coach this past season when tilt
head coach resigned in mid-year.

''They just ran out of money, and

them," Temple said.

The women finished second behind

Southern

Edwardsville,

Illinois
the

same

U n i versity
team

that

finished ahead of the Panthers at the

state tournament in the fall season.
At

came

Detroit, junior Debbie Belton
up

with

the most

impressive

performance or an Eastern player by

winning the No. 2 singles tournament,

defeating SIU-E's Pat Ziegenfuss 6-2,
6-1 in the finals.

Freshman Kristen Peterson was also
a

winner,Laking

the

No.

6

singles

championship by topping Pat Geary o f
Wes1 Virginia Wesleyan 6-1, 6-2.

At No. I . sophomore Jill Anderson

SIU-E in a tough three-set match, 2-6,

Junior Patti Groth lost in the semi

finals to Christy Cone of SIU-E at No.

La•aern athletic director R. C. Johnson

won the consolation round of Denise

the successor to Eddv.

11

there wasn't any anywhere else to give

3, Eastern's Josie Roberto fell at No.

has set a July 10 deadline for picking

Division

nationals.

Coonce 1io <\lated to be interv1cwc:d

o;hortly, as are the three other finalists.

Regional.

that no money could be obtained to
netters to the
send the women

in three sets in the state tournament in
the fall.

"junior

NCAA

unable to attend because of a lack of
money.
In
Sports
women's
Eastern
said
Temple
Betty
Director
formation

" l have also been active in recruiting

said,

4 1 - 1 7 record and twice competed in the

on Ma) 16-17.
The Panther women qualified for
the AIA W national tournament in
California on May 23-24, but were

§-3, 6-4. Almeida defeated Anderson

Coonce

coach at Eastern for the past seasons,

during which the Panthers compiled a

The Eastern women's tennis team
completed a successful season by
taking second place in the AIA W
Midwest Regionals in Detroit, Mich.

high school, and university

levels,"

such as

scheduling, working on the basketball

by Brad Patterson

fell in the finals to Lillian Almeida of

college,

Eastern

Netters take second in AIAW tournament

familiar with all the Illinois coaches al

all

at

of canvassing the country looking for
possible candidates, and that the
applications came from all over the
nation.

Don Eddy's successor?

praised

1975 and 1978. H e was selected Ohio
high school 'Coach of the Decade.'

surprised

thought the committee did a good job

Division I in the 1981-82 season, and
Coonce <;Ces tha1 as a challenge he is

also

the

was

Johnson went on to say that

Randy Coonce

Johnson

assistants Coonce and Danny Beard

teams won two state championships in

though we would have, ' ' he said.

to

up

moving

be

York,

Johnson said. " I think we had a 1ruly
nationwide search."

need at least a month to prepare for the

"We had many more people call and

be a good way lo end our years m
Eastern

basketball,"

write concerning the job than I ever

reach next season. I 1hink that would

Division II

I

number of inquiries he
concerning the vacant post.

··

Alaska,

New

budget, and keeping the program is
running order.
Coonce, 33, has been an assis1ant

Johnson

dub

from

head coaching experience, close ties to
the midwest, have recruited extensively

job."

A
coming back," Coonce said
na11onal championship is well within

California,

who have performed tasks

"These four candidates have all had

date of August I . The new guy will

important,

"We had inquiries

Hawaii,

plicants for the position.

announce it by July 10, with a starting

hi<. being in

is very

the upper level of the nearly 50 ap

the 4th," Johnson said. "We hope to

'>easons will be a definite advantage.
think

Johnson, who made the announcement
Tuesday, thought the four reoresented

4th.
" I would like to have it resolved by

volved in the program for 1he past 1wo
"I

R.C.

for getting a man for the job as July

Coonce, one o f the four finalis1s for
1he vacan1 Eastern head coaching
1hinks that

director

Johnson has set a tentative timetable

wams to be 1 he head coach of 1hat unit.

positions,

athletic

mitted to Division
Johnson said.

Randy
Eastern

And

season.

nex1

Eastern

in and around Ulinois and are com

basketball 1eam can win a national

championship

become head coach at the University of

Texas-San Antonio.

5. Haberkorn went on,however, and
DeBower of Hillsdale (Mich.) Colle2e
(See J\'ETifRS. Page 14)

Debbie Belton of the women's tennis team shows good form as she retums a
serve in practice. Belton recently turned in an impressive performance Ill
Detroit by winning the No. 2 singles tournament. (News file photo)

